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OXVSYS
Automation and More

We create autonomous infrastructure and 
scalable solutions for modern world problems.



A small company 
making big differences 

About Us

Since 2019, We have shown commendable
progress in our domain (Fintech), and now we
are finally here to expand our firm and get a
much stronger hold in this shark pool.

Oxvsys is a combination of alphabets which
have a hidden meaning.

Ox (the Bull) is the symbol of strength which
indeed depicts the robustness of the company.
Letter V stands for Virtual and Sys is the
shortform of system, so when we combine
these three Ox-V-Sys stands for Strongest
Virtual System. 



How can we 
provide value

SOFTWARE AUTOMATION 

We provide software automation solution on 
various platforms like Android, Web, IOS. We 
have also gathered lots of expertise in 
automation tools and libraries

MODERN WEB APP

A modern web application is a combination of 
Progressive Web App, Single Page Application. 
With our mobile-first approach and feature 
like background sync, we believe we can 
change how enterprise software is made 

COMPUTER VISION

Our computer vision solutions is used in RPA, 
Custom OCR Workflows and across Multiple 
sectors where object detection automates a
repetitive task.



Key Expertise

EXISTING EXCEL COMPATABILITY

The systems we create are reflections of Excel
Workflow organized efficiently
You can rely on us for all your excel
automation needs 

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN 
NUMBERS

Over years we have gather experience in critical
financial calculations
Our tools calculate Millions of USD budget
accurately to the cents



Budget Tool

Smartest way to create budget for a
manufacturing unit. 
Create multiple revisions and change order for
given project. Plan and generate budgeting
reports.



Event Management Tool

Able to host offline and online events.
Plan Events share with peers. 
Collaborate with people with chat system.



EXIM

A tool where an Import Export Consultant can 
collaborate with individuals and companies 
on importing and exporting goods. 

Our Tool helps to create a custom workflow 
for document approvals and
connect with consultants within no time.



SHG Finance

Private Small Finance banks collect some 
predefined amount on a monthly basis and 
then distribute the collected amount to the 
shareholder as a form of a loan.

This is one of the primary incomes of such 
banks along with fixed deposits and other 
monthly or periodic income such as fines, 
shares, etc.



Bank Slip

Traders who deal with cash amounts on daily 
basis have a pain point of managing all the 
cash slips and cheque book. 

Our simple app provides an elegant solution 
to all traders to manage multiple accounts, 
and multiple users, And reuse this information 
for subsequent slips More banks and more 
features are being added.



KIAF

A simple yet useful tool to enlist farmer and
their livestock and area under farming.

This survey helps our client to provide farmer
with financial assistance and promote
relevant products.  



Taurus Education

Many school-based ERPs forget that school 
administrations are overwhelmed with large 
data entry they have to repeatedly sync 
school, student, and administration data with 
the government and other stakeholders 

Our solution help all stakeholder to achieve 
their goals



Custom CMS Tool

The client had a website built using
WordPress which is one of the most common
and popular solutions out there

We build a custom website using SPA
technology which lead to increase in SEO and 
user retention and greater performance



Our 
Achievements

15 +
Happy Client

15 +
Team Size

3 +
Years of Experience
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Meet the Team



Life at Oxvsys





Solapur - Pune Hwy, opp. to 
Alpha Petrol Pump 412201

COMPANY ADDRESS

+91 88888 41181

PHONE NUMBER

hello@oxvsys.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

Get In Touch 
With Us


